
Classroom Structures and Environment

Reader’s Workshop 

Reader’s Workshop is “a child-centered approach to teaching 

reading that brings the real world of reading into the classroom” 

–Patricia Hagerty

What are the benefits of using Reader’s Workshop? 

 Students select their own reading material.

 Students read at their own pace.

 Students learn to talk to one another about what they’ve read.

 Students not only learn how to read but also what reading is about.

What are the parts of a Reader’s Workshop? 

Mini-Lessons 

 Learning About Reading

 5-10 minutes

Mini-Lessons are short directed lessons that can 

be delivered to whole group, small group or 

individual students. 

Some examples of mini-lessons include: 

 Strategies good readers use.
 Choosing books.
 Setting, characterization, plot, mood, point of view,

etc.

Independent Reading:

 Significant Time to Read

During Independent Reading student may: 

 Read silently.

 Read with a partner or in a small group.

 Respond to literature through journals.

 Conferencing with the teacher or another student.

 Practice Reader’s Theater.

Share Sessions

 Talking About Books

Share sessions: 

 Validate student’s ideas.

 Give students an opportunity to express what they

have learned.

 Encourage positive feedback from others.

 Assist students in connecting prior knowledge and

experience with the text.

 Encourage deeper level thinking skills.

 Strengthen student’s skills as listeners,

questioners and decision-makers.
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Components of the Gradual Release of 

Responsibility Model

As delineated in the visual representation in 
Figure 1 (Fisher & Frey, 2008), there are four 
interactive (or interrelated) components of a 
gradual release of responsibility model:

• Focus Lessons. This component allows
the teacher to model his or her thinking and
understanding of the content for students.
Usually brief in nature, focus lessons establish the
purpose or intended learning outcome and clue
students into the standards they are learning.
In addition to the purpose and the teacher
model, the focus lesson provides teachers and
opportunity to build and/or activate background
knowledge.

• Guided Instruction. During guided
instruction, teachers prompt,
question, facilitate, or lead
students through tasks that
increase their understanding
of the content. While this can,
and sometimes does, occur with 
the whole class, the evidence 
is clear that reading instruction 
necessitates small group 
instruction. Guided instruction 
provides teachers an opportunity 
to address needs identifi ed 
on formative assessments and 
directly instruct students in 
specifi c literacy components, 
skills, or strategies.

• Collaborative Learning. To consolidate
their understanding of the content, students
need opportunities to problem solve, discuss,
negotiate, and think with their peers.
Collaborative learning opportunities, such as
workstations ensure that students practice and
apply their learning while interacting with their
peers. This phase is critical as students must
use language if they are to learn it. The key to
collaborative learning, or productive group work
as it is sometimes called, lies in the nature of the
task. Ideally each collaborative learning task will
have a group function combined with a way to
ensure individual accountability such that the
teacher knows what each student did while at
the workstation.

• Independent work. As the goal of all of
our instruction, independent learning provides
students practice with applying information
in new ways. In doing so, students synthesize
information, transform ideas, and solidify their
understanding.

Importantly, the gradual release of responsibility 
model is not linear. Students move back and 
forth between each of the components as they 
master skills, strategies, and standards. 

How is the Gradual Release of 

Responsibility Used?

The gradual release of responsibility model 
provides teachers with an instructional 
framework for moving from teacher knowledge 
to student understanding and application. The 
gradual release of responsibility model ensures 

that students are supported in 
their acquisition of the skills and 
strategies necessary for success. 

Implementing the gradual 
release of responsibility model 
requires time. Instructional 
planning can consume hours of 
a teacher’s time. As teachers, 
we have to plan for a diverse 
group of learners, students 
learning English, students who 
fi nd reading easy and those 
who struggle, and students who 
need strategic intervention to be 
successful. As part of a gradual 

release of responsibility model, curriculum must 
be vertically aligned. Our students do not have 
time to waste on skills and strategies they have 
already mastered. Similarly, without strong 
vertical alignment as part of the gradual release 
of responsibility model, skills can be missed.

“As part of a gradual 

release of responsibility 

model, curriculum must 

be vertically aligned.”
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 Literacy Centres  
Literacy centres free you up to work with small groups in more concentrated 

teacher guided lessons. You can learn more about Literacy centres at the link 

provided. 

Types of Centre 

 There are many different centres that can be created to enhance reading,

writing, comprehension, cross-curricular connections and vocabulary.

The Daily Five 

The daily five is a classroom structure that builds resiliency and independent readers. 

Launching the Daily 5 builds classroom community and norms for behaviour. The launch also 

creates a sense of urgency in young children for why they should read. 

The Daily Five website. This website has many resources that will help to 

implement this classroom structure. 

The Daily Five pacing guide. This shows day by day how to launch this 

classroom structure. 

The five centres that children rotate through are: 

Read to Yourself 
The best way to become a better reader is to practice each day with “Good Fit” 

books that students have selected themselves. 

Read to Someone 

Partner reading provides opportunities to practice strategies, improve 

fluency, check for understanding and students hearing their own voice while 

sharing in the learning community. 

Listen to Reading 
Just Hearing fluent and expressive reading of good literature expands student 

vocabulary;  this helps build stamina and will make students better readers. 

Work on Writing Just like reading the best way to become a better writer is to write each day. 

Word Work/Spelling 

Expanded vocabulary leads to greater fluency in reading, therefore increasing 

comprehension. Becoming more proficient as a speller leads to writing fluency 

and the ability to get ideas down on paper. 
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 Guided Reading 
Guided reading allows for small group instruction. 

Essential Elements for Effective Guided Reading 

1. Bring children with similar reading ability together in small groups for direct explicit instruction.

2. Select chunks of texts at the appropriate reading level that allow children to perform reading

tasks independently.

3. Provide introductions that show children how the text “works,” explain difficult words or

concepts, and prepare them to read independently (scaffolding).

4. Support independent reading with brief, specific prompts to help children use the strategies you

have previously demonstrated.

5. Help children revisit and reflect on the text through dialogue and higher order questioning.

6. Work explicitly on word-solving strategies such as chunking, root words, affixes.

7. Provide reading response experiences which include vocabulary development, sequencing,

summarizing events, character analysis, creative thinking, synthesis and evaluation.

8. Employ comprehension strategies.

Guided Reading Groups vs. Traditional Reading Groups 

Guided Reading Groups Traditional Reading Groups 

The focus is on skills and strategies for 

independent reading of unfamiliar text. 

The focus is on skills to read the selections in the 

basal text.  

There are a variety of responses to reading. Typically, workbook and worksheet exercises 

form the response to reading.  

A combination of small trade books and the 

Harcourt Trophies anthology are used for 

reading.  

Basal text is the primary book for reading. 

Flexible reading groups change based on ongoing 

assessment as skills or strategies are learned.  

Fixed reading groups usually remain together 

during the reading of the entire basal text.  

Reading is connected to the other language arts 

of writing, speaking, and listening.  

Reading tends to be treated as a separate 

subject.  

Students problem solve unknown vocabulary 

using strategies explicitly taught.  

Vocabulary is pre-taught to groups. 

Instruction is focused on readers’ needs through 

continuous assessment with a variety of 

assessment tools.  

Instruction is focused on a systematic 

progression of skills in the basal text as 

measured by an end of the unit test.  

Students read the text independently (and softly 

to themselves, if necessary).  

Students read aloud, page by page, often in 

round-robin fashion.  

Selection of a book by the teacher is matched to 

the readers’ instructional needs and interests.  

Selection of text focuses on reading needs as 

determined by the basal reader.  
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